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Collapsible

Inflatable and foldable kayaks provide paddlers with an ease 
of transport that few other boats can offer. Inflatables and 
foldables can be packed into compact cars, carried on pack 
trips, and carried on airplanes without extra charge. They come 
in all shapes and sizes and are built for a wide variety of uses. 

Inflatable boats are found on many beginner and intermediate 
stretches of river, allowing paddlers with little or no 
experience to enjoy the fun and excitement of whitewater. They 
are durable, maneuverable, and incredibly stable. Specialized 
inflatables are light enough and pack small enough to 
be carried on backpacking trips, enabling enthusiasts to 
alternately hike and float through wilderness areas. Inflatables 
are often made from Hypalon or Denier nylon with a urethane 
coating. They come in solo and tandem models, with speed 
and agility varying greatly by design.

Foldable kayaks generally consist of an aluminum or plastic 
frame with a synthetic skin stretched over it. They can be 
used in a wide variety of situations and stand up to tough 
conditions. They are used by recreational paddlers, expedition 
kayakers, and the military. Constructed well, they are very 
seaworthy and because of their transportability they can be 
carried just about anywhere.
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Collapsible

TRAK 2.0 - TRAK KAYAKS 
TRAK 2.0 is the Ultimate Touring Kayak. How do we know? Well, we asked the paddling 
community what they think would make the ultimate touring kayak and we got answers: 
durability, versatility, quality materials and of course, light enough to carry on planes, trains 
and automobiles in one awesome bag. Includes: TRAK 2.0 Kayak, Wheeled Travel Pack, Gear 
Floatation Bag Set, Custom Spray Skirt, 5 Year Warranty.

LENGTH: 4.9 CM | WIDTH: 57 KM | WEIGHT: 19 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 

HTTP://WWW.TRAKKAYAKS.COM

FOLD 4.2 - NORTIK 
The Nortik Fold 4.2 is a “folding kayak” in the true sense of the word. It is an made of innovative, 
never-seen before material in the field of folding kayaks with an elegant appearance. The 
Fold 4.2 consists of a single solid plate that can easily be folded entirely into itself in the 
style of the origami technique. The Fold 4.2 has a length of 420 cm and is also available as 
Fold 3.8 with 380 cm. Both are made of robust, solid, nearly maintenance free material. There 
is no danger to damage the material by folding it wrong or getting water into it. The folding 
technique is simple and the kayak is ready for use in 3-5 minutes. 

LENGTH: 420 CM | WIDTH: 64 CM | WEIGHT: 16 KG | MAX. CAP.: 130 KG |  
LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL | SIZES AVAILABLE: FOLD 3.8, FOLD 4.2 

HTTP://WWW.FALTBOOT.DE

QUEST 150 - PAKBOATS 
The Quest-150 is a folding touring kayak. Patterned after the popular Puffin family of 
recreational kayaks by Pakboats, the Quest-150 is lightweight and easy to assemble. 
Innovative independent tensioning of keel and gunwales makes a rigid hull that greatly 
improves paddling efficiency. Unlike other touring kayaks, the Quest-150 can be paddled 
without a deck like a sit-on-top. In spite of its low weight, the Quest-150 is solidly built 
with a tough polyurethane coated 2000 denier skin for years of trouble free adventures. The 
inside structure is aircraft grade anodized aluminum to provide high strength and corrosion 
protection, combined with low weight and a minimal packing size.

LENGTH: 455 CM | WIDTH: 61 CM | WEIGHT: 14.1 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.FALTBOOT.DE

BEACH - ORU KAYAK 
We started Oru Kayak to make the outdoors more accessible—and the Beach is our clearest 
expression of that goal. We’re pretty sure it’s the easiest collapsible boat in the world to put 
together—it takes just three minutes. Its 28" width makes it stable and comfortable. The 
open cockpit makes entry a breeze, for paddlers of all shapes and sizes. It’s perfect for fun, 
spontaneous day trips, and sharing with friends and family. While it may be our friendliest 
boat, it’s still built to our usual high standards of strength and durability. And of course it’s as 
easy on the eyes as it is on the water.

LENGTH: 365 CM | WIDTH: 71 CM | WEIGHT: 12 KG | MAX CAPACITY: 135 KG 
LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.ORUKAYAK.COM

BAY + - ORU KAYAK 
The Bay+ packs in a whole list of new features for added comfort, convenience and style. A 
new adjustable seat keeps your back and legs happy for the long haul. Extra deck straps and 
an easy-to-reach deck hatch make storing gear easy. Stainless steel ratchet buckles make 
assembly smooth and fast. And custom deck graphics add extra flair. Whether you’re out to 
conquer the wilderness or just wow your neighbors, the Bay+ has you covered.

LENGTH: 365 CM | WIDTH: 64 CM | WEIGHT: 13 KG | MAX CAPACITY: 135 KG 
LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 

HTTP://WWW.ORUKAYAK.COM  
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BOATS FOLDABLE 1
PROVIDING MAXIMUM EASE OF TRANSPORT FOR ADVENTURE 
ON THE WATER ANYWHERE YOU WANT TO GO.

NEW
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COAST + - ORU KAYAK 
We’ve created a kayak for the most amazing adventures. The Coast+ is designed for even 
more control, convenience, comfort and safety. An ergonomic seat keeps your back and legs 
happy for hours of paddling. Extra deck straps and lines let you store gear, and assist with 
rescues. Adjustable thigh braces give you great control and comfort. An origami-inspired 
folding hatch lets you easily access camping gear. All of these features are custom designed 
to our standards of function, aesthetics and innovation. Together, they add up to a kayak that’s 
as beautiful to look at as it is to paddle.

LENGTH: 488 CM | WIDTH: 64 CM | WEIGHT: 15.4 KG | MAX CAPACITY: 155 KG 
LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.ORUKAYAK.COM  

NARAK 460 CROSS - NAUTIRAID 
The Narak 460 is Nautiraid’s coastal sea-kayak. Shorter and lighter than the Narak 550, it 
features its big sister’s hull lines while being wider with a more spacious cockpit. This makes 
it ideal for both experienced and beginner river and sea excursionists. The keyhole cockpit 
rim can hold all sizes of paddlers while making it easier to position your knees. You can order 
your Narak 460 with or without Stabilairs® to suit your needs and paddling plans. The Narak 
460 is available with a choice of wooden or aluminum frame. 

LENGTH: 460 CM | WIDTH: 56 CM | WEIGHT: 22 KG | MAX CAPACITY: 130 KG 
LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.NAUTIRAID.COM

NARAK 405 CROSS - NAUTIRAID 
This new crossover kayak is designed for coastal and whitewater up to Class II/III. With a lot 
of stability and storage area inside, it is the perfect kayak for paddlers who want to paddle 
everywhere. A 10 min only assembly time and a backpack of only 16 kg means the the 
Narak 405 Cross can be transported everywhere, in cars, trains, planes, boats...making your 
adventure possibilities endless. 

LENGTH: 405 CM | WIDTH: 60 CM | WEIGHT: 16 KG | MAX CAPACITY: 120 KG 
LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.NAUTIRAID.COM
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  excelent touring kayak also
for sea kayaking

  very fast & easy to control

  aluminium reinforcements
for better stiffness

  pronounced keel for better tracking

  convertible for 3-2-1 person

  up to Gr. 2 white water
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TWIKI KAYAK - AQUADESIGN 
The TWIKI kayak is a versatile inflatable kayak perfect for running down any whitewater river 
classified I, II, III, IV safely. It has drop stitch floor that stay tight through waves or straight on 
the calm waters. Features: Tubes and floor PVC 1100 dtex (1) - Max. Pressure: 15 psi (1,03 
Bar), Max. 1 person (95 kg), 2 handles, 4 Inflation and deflation valves and one overpressure 
valve, self-bailing holes 

LENGTH: 9’6/290 CM | WIDTH: 34“/87 CM 

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU

TWIST 1 - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
The TWIST Inflatable kayak is a perfect choice for your summer holiday. It’s best suited for 
sheltered waters such as lakes and calm flowing rivers. The TWIST is very stable and is great 
for smaller paddlers, yet still offers enough room to accommodate an XXL kayaker. It has 
removable seats with adjustable backrest for a comfortable and dry ride. The TWIST is supplied 
with a skeg/tracking fin to keep the kayak on a straight course. Thanks to its small packed size 
and low weight the TWIST Inflatable kayak is easy to travel with.

LENGTH: 260 CM | WIDTH: 79 CM | WEIGHT: 9 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE  
SIZES: TWIST 1, TWIST 2 | MAX.CAP.: 100 KG

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

SWING EX - INNOVA 
FRAMURA/SWING EX is the fastest kayak produced by GUMOTEX. It is is designed for leisure 
and touring and is suitable for sheltered waters, harbours, inlets and lakes as well as calm 
rivers up to grade I white water. The SWING EX can carry a lot of baggage that can be stored in 
front and rear. The kayak has a non-removable deck with elastic netting and is supplied with a 
comfortable inflatable seat. A sea-kayak paddle is an ideal choice for trips with the SWING EX. 

LENGTH: 410 CM | WIDTH: 75 CM | WEIGHT: 16 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 180 KG 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

BETTA HM K0 10’3 - AQUAMARINA 
Designed for rugged sturdiness, The Betta HM kayaks offer portability, easy storage and fast 
set up. It’s perfect for lakes and moderate water. This inflatable kayak has tracking skegs that 
make maneuvering easy even for a novice user. Betta HM is a naturl choice for beginners to 
intermediate level paddelers.

LENGTH: 10’3/312 CM | WIDTH: 33“/83 CM | WEIGHT: 19.8 LBS/9 KG | LEVEL: 
PERFORMANCE | MAX.CAP.: 210 LBS/95 KG | MATERIAL: REINFORCED MULTI-LAYER 
PVC | SIZES: BETTA HM K0 10’3, BETTA HM K0 13’6

HTTP://WWW.AQUAMARINA.COM
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NIRVANA SELF-BAILING PACKRAFT - KOKOPELLI 
The Nirvana self-bailing packraft is the best option for backcountry paddling and for those 
paddlers where space is a premium. At 4.2kg the Nirvana is easily portable into backcountry 
lakes, or storing in the back of your car. The self-bailing holes in the floor allow water to drain 
from the packraft in whitewater conditions. The four-point thigh strap system allows you to 
control the packraft when carving into and out of eddies. Kokopelli Packraft specializes in 
producing the lightest inflatable kayaks in the world.

LENGTH: 228 CM | WIDTH: 94 CM | WEIGHT: 4.8 KG | PADDLER WEIGHT 
RANGE: <150KG | LEVEL: HIGH END  

HTTP://WWW.KOKOPELLIPACKRAFT.COM

TREKRAFT - NORTIK 
The nortik TrekRaft with deck is a Packraft with an excellent performance at a very affordable 
price. Combine the ideas of trekking and paddling or rafting and use the TrekRaft for incredible 
tours. From whitewater to calm water, everything is possible. With a weight of only 3 kg you 
can have it with you everywhere you go. Beginners as well as professionals love the endless 
possibilities of usage of this high-performance and ultra lightweight Packraft. A double coated 
PU-hull, welded seams, reinforced bottom and many succesful field tests e.g. in Skandinavia 
or Alaska make the Nortik PackRaft a very good choice.

LENGTH: 230 CM | WIDTH: 92 CM | WEIGHT: 3 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
SIZES: LIGHT RAFT: 180 CM, TREK RAFT: 230 CM, FAMILY RAFT: 290 CM

HTTP://WWW.FALTBOOT.DE

SWING 1 - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
The SWING is a sit-in inflatable kayak great for relaxing trips on sheltered waters, harbours, 
lakes and rivers up to grade II white water. The kayak is supplied with two aluminium 
reinforcements for improved rigidity of the hull, maneuverability and stability. The 
reinforcements also shape the deck of the kayak. Thanks to its low weight the kayak is perfect 
for trips with frequent portages. The enclosed deck prevents water getting in. The SWING is 
available in a single and a double version.

LENGTH: 316 CM | WIDTH: 87CM | WEIGHT: 11.3 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 120 KG | SIZES: SWING 1, SWING 2

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

FRAMURA - GUMOTEX 
FRAMURA/SWING EX is the fastest kayak produced by GUMOTEX. It is is designed for leisure 
and touring and is suitable for sheltered waters, harbours, inlets and lakes as well as calm 
rivers up to grade I white water. FRAMURA can carry a lot of baggage that can be stored in 
front and rear. The kayak has a non-removable deck with elastic netting and is supplied with 
a comfortable inflatable seat. A sea-kayak paddle is an ideal choice for FRAMURA.

LENGTH: 410 CM | WIDTH: 75 CM | WEIGHT: 16 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 180 KG 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

SAFARI 330 - GUMOTEX/ INNOVA 
The SAFARI 330 is a sports kayak with a self-bailing bottom suitable for rivers up to grade III 
white water, coastal kayaking or surfing. The new SAFARI 330 is longer, wider and more stable 
than its precursor. It is spacious enough to fit well-built kayakers and thanks to significantly 
improved stability suitable even for less experienced paddlers. The stern and bow can 
accommodate dry bags with your personal gear. Elastic ropes secure your bags in place.

LENGTH: 330 CM | WIDTH: 80 CM | WEIGHT: 12 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 130 KG 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM
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Collapsible BOATS INFLATABLE 2
OFFERING MORE STABILITY THAN PLASTIC KAYAKS AND MAKING  
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TWIST 2 - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
The TWIST Inflatable kayak is a perfect choice for your summer holiday. It’s best suited for 
sheltered waters such as lakes and calm flowing rivers. The TWIST is very stable and is great 
for smaller paddlers, yet still offers enough room to accommodate an XXL kayaker. It has 
removable seats with adjustable backrest for a comfortable and dry ride. The TWIST is supplied 
with a skeg/tracking fin to keep the kayak on a straight course. Thanks to its small packed size 
and low weight the TWIST Inflatable kayak is easy to travel with.

LENGTH: 360 CM | WIDTH: 83 CM | WEIGHT: 13 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 180 KG | SIZES: TWIST 1, TWIST 2

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

PALAVA - GUMOTEX
The updated design of PALAVA features a sportier look and better handling qualities achieved 
by narrower bow and stern combined with an increased lenght of the hull. Increased inner 
space offers more room for baggage and a greater variability of seat positioning. Wide 
horizontally installed seats offer comfortable seating, and combined with the provided thigh 
straps allow safe kneeling while paddling in rapids. The canoe is suitable for overnight trips 
and can be used on rivers up grade III white water as well as on sheltered waters.

LENGTH: 400 CM | WIDTH: 90 CM | WEIGHT: 17.5 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 240 KG 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

THOMAHAWK 425 - AQUAMARINA
The THOMAHAWK is taking recreational inflatable kayak to new levels in rigidity, speed and 
shape. This kayak is designed for some of the most challenging paddling environments in 
the world and is intended for the offshore and big lake kayak angler. The THOMAHAWK makes 
the first collaborative design between inflatable kayak and classic craft canoe. Blending 
efficiency, stability, capacity and finesse, it’s ideal for cruising with a light load but also has 
the volume needed for medium-length trips. The THOMAHAWK is all about glide and speed. 
It’s a lean boat that tracks well, yet will turn quickly and return to a stable position more 
readily than other fast kayaks. 

LENGTH: 13’11/425 CM | WIDTH: 31“/78 CM | WEIGHT: 51.8 LBS/23.5 KG 
LEVEL: HIGH END | MAX.CAP.: 485 LBS/220 KG | MATERIAL: DROPSTITCH 
SIZES: THOMAHAWK 325, THOMAHAWK 4

HTTP://WWW.AQUAMARINA.COM

SOLAR - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
The inflatable SOLAR is intended for recreational excursions and trips on rivers up to grade II 
white water. The SOLAR benefits from many new innovations, including extended decks to help 
prevent water getting inside the hull. To increase stiffness and further improve performance 
there is metal reinforcement fitted under the front spray deck, which affords extra legroom. 
For convenient draining of water there is now a drain facility at the stern. The SOLAR in its 
basic version is equipped with two seats but has the fixtures for a third. Seating positions are 
variable; SOLAR can be a single, double or a three-seat kayak.

LENGTH: 410 CM | WIDTH: 80 CM | WEIGHT: 18.5 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 270 KG | SIZES: SOLAR 2, SOLAR 3

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

NEW
2018

YAKKAIR FULL HP 2 - BIC KAYAKS
The YAKKAir Full HP 2 is a significant progression in the concept of inflatable kayaks, with a 
panelled structure using the new Drop Stitch technology. These high-pressure inflated, rock-
solid panels, assembled around pre-formed bow and stern elements, combine to create an 
ultra-rigid, high-performance kayak.  They have superb glide and are made for easy paddling. 
The narrower lateral panel sections give much more storage space inside. The more open 
cockpit design makes re-mounting much easier. And the bung at the stern makes it easy to 
empty after use. YAKKAir Full HPs come with quality fittings as standard. A new revolution 
in inflatables....

LENGTH: 13’5/4.10 M | WIDTH: 33.5“/.85 M | WEIGHT: 34 LBS/15.5 KG 
LEVEL: PERFORMANCE | MAX CAP.: 463 LBS/210 KG / 2 ADULTS

HTTP://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
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TWAIN PACKRAFT - KOKOPELLI PACKRAFT 
The Twain is Kokopelli’s first two person inflatable canoe style packraft. The Twain is ideal 
for lake settings whether you’re out for a recreation day paddle or you’re on a week long 
paddling trip exploring a series of lakes. Weighing in at under 7kg, portages are no longer 
the dreaded chore they were in the past. The Twain’s longer profile and tracking fin allow for 
the best tracking of any packraft on the market. Kokopelli Packraft specializes in producing 
the lightest inflatable kayaks in the world.

LENGTH: 310 CM | WIDTH: 94 CM | WEIGHT: 7 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: < 300 KG  

HTTP://WWW.KOKOPELLIPACKRAFT.COM

SEAWAVE - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
Thanks to its long narrow shape, the SEAWAVE kayak is easy to control and very fast. It can 
be converted from a three-person version into a two-person or one-person kayak by moving 
the seats. Installation of an optional deck makes Seawave a great seakayak. Aluminium 
reinforcements support the deck and stiffen the kayak’s hull. The floor features a pronounced 
keel for handling in the wind and better tracking. Seawave is an excellent touring kayak 
suitable also for seakayaking in sheltered waters.

LENGTH: 455 CM | WIDTH: 80 CM | WEIGHT: 17.5 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 250 KG 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

VAGABOND - INNOVA
The updated design of the VAGABOND features a sportier look and better handling qualities 
achieved by narrower bow and stern combined with an increased lenght of the hull. Increased 
inner space offers more room for baggage and a greater variability of seat positioning. Wide 
horizontally installed seats offer comfortable seating, and combined with the provided thigh 
straps allow safe kneeling while paddling in rapids. The canoe is suitable for overnight trips 
and can be used on rivers up grade III white water as well as on sheltered waters.

LENGTH: 400 CM | WIDTH: 90 CM | WEIGHT: 17.5 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 240 KG 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

SCOUT - GUMOTEX/INNOVA
The SCOUT is an inflatable canoe with a modern design. The boat offers plenty of features for 
the crew’s comfort and convenience, such as large inner space combined with huge payload 
and smooth handling. Scout makes an ideal boat for adventurers with lots of baggage, white 
water enthusiasts and also for families with children. This boat is available in a Standard or 
Economy (S/E) version.

LENGTH: 445 CM | WIDTH: 95 CM  | WEIGHT: 25 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 450 KG 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

BARAKA - GUMOTEX/INNOVA
The BARAKA is a river canoe with a self-bailing floor that can handle whitewater up to grade 
III. The boat has a rigid hull that handles well in rapids. The BARAKA provides its crew with 
many useful features and fittings and with plenty of inside space. The boat is designed for 
two adults plus a child, up to 350 kg max load. The BARAKA is the right choice for paddlers 
shopping for a boat designed without compromise.

LENGTH: 410 CM | WIDTH: 105 CM | WEIGHT: 23.5 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 350 KG

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

BETTA VT K2 412 - AQUAMARINA
The Betta VT kayak is an outstanding sea/touring kayak that incorporates a hard v-cone rocker 
design and drop-stitch PVC deck to improve tracking in open water conditions. It’s self bailing 
ports can be opened in rough conditions and closed in calm or cold conditions making a 
kayak that can be paddle in up to class III whitewater with improved tractability on open 
water. Upgraded drop-stitch vinyl seating allow for kayak to be set up in solo or double mode. 

LENGTH: 13’6/412 CM | WIDTH: 33“/83 CM | WEIGHT: 36.4 LBS/16.5 KG   
LEVEL: HIGH END | MAX.CAP.: 342 LBS/155 KG | MATERIAL: REINFORCED MULTI-
LAYER PVC, DROPSTITCH | SIZES: BETTA VT 312, BETTA VT 412 

HTTP://WWW.AQUAMARINA.COM
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ADVENTURE EXPEDITION - GRABNER GMBH
The ADVENTURE EXPEDITION is ideal for expedition/wilderness travellers where a lot of attachment 
possibilities are required as well as for those who would also like to paddle the boat. In order 
to fasten luggage and make a heavily loaded boat easier to carry, the ADVENTURE EXPEDITION 
comes equipped with 52 stainless steel eyes into which support ropes, baggage attachments or 
rudder holders can be mounted. It is no wonder it is the most purchased canoe in the Grabner 
collection and has been used in many wilderness journeys and expeditions all over the world.

LENGTH: 450 CM | WIDTH: 95 CM | WEIGHT: 25 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 450 KG 
LEVEL: HIGH END 

HTTP://WWW.GRABNER.COM

HOLIDAY 2 - GRABNER GMBH
For decades the HOLIDAY has proved to be a great performer for leisurely exploring lakes, rivers, 
and inshore coastal waters. It combines good hydrodynamic riding characteristics with a roomy 
interior and comfort. The HOLIDAY 2 is the ideal holiday boat for for 1 or 2 person(s) of average 
statue and not too much luggage.

LENGTH: 395 CM | WIDTH: 75 CM | WEIGHT: 17.5 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 190 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END 

HTTP://WWW.GRABNER.COM

MEGA 2 - GRABNER GMBH
The Mega is new, super comfortable touring kayak for 1 or 2 adults or 2 adults + 1 infant. The 
new Mega has the same lower hull as the Riverstar and is unbeatably stable by a large margain. 
The comfortable seats with high backrest are continuously longitudinal and have tilt adjustment 
options, making sure even heavier people feel feel comfortable and safe. Designed for leisurely 
paddling on rivers, lakes, sea and to whitewater, it paddles smoothly over long trips. Electric 
motor compatible.

LENGTH: 500 CM | WIDTH: 90 CM | WEIGHT: 23 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 280 KG 
LEVEL: HIGH END | MATERIAL: 1100 DTEX

HTTP://WWW.GRABNER.COM

SWING 2 - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
The SWING is a sit-in inflatable kayak great for relaxing trips on sheltered waters, harbours, lakes 
and rivers up to grade II white water. The kayak is supplied with two aluminium reinforcements 
for improved rigidity of the hull, maneuverability and stability. The reinforcements also shape the 
deck of the kayak. Thanks to its low weight the kayak is perfect for trips with frequent portages. The 
enclosed deck prevents water getting in. The SWING is available in a single and a double version.

LENGTH: 402 CM | WIDTH: 87CM | WEIGHT: 14.3 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 220 KG | SIZES: SWING 1, SWING 2

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

  intended for recreational excursions 
and trips on rivers 

  extended decks on front and rear

 metal reinforcement under the front deck

 drain facility at the stern

 convertible for 3–2–1 person

 up to Gr. 2 white water
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Collapsible

HIPPO 8SB - SPREU BOOTE 
A favorite for medium volume, technical rivers. Colours upon availability: grey, red, blue. All 
of our boats are handmade and constructed from CSM (Chlorosulfonated Polyethylene, also 
known as Hypalon®) a synthetic rubber material favoured by the majority of inflatable boat 
users because of its excellent resistance to abrasion, ozone, oil, and UV-rays. Our rafts are now 
outfitted with Leafield D7 air valves along with Leafield Overpressure valves in the floors. All 
our inflatables meet the CE safety standards. 

LENGTH: 395 CM | WIDTH: 193 CM | WEIGHT: 60 KG | MAX. CAP.: 8 PERSONS 
LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.SPREU-BOOTE.DE

EXPEDITION 140 - NRS 
When you need a raft that can do it all, look no further than the versatile NRS E-140 Self-
Bailing Raft. This 14 footer is great for fishing, multiday outings and adrenaline-filled crew 
paddling. Built outfitter tough, this may be the last raft the private boater will ever need to buy.

LENGTH: 14 FT | WIDTH: 7 FT | WEIGHT: 148 LBS |  MATERIAL: PVC 

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

ONTARIO 450 S - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
The ONTARIO is a six-person boat suitable for multi-day trips on rivers with the whole family. 
Ontario is easy to control, fast and nimble. The shorter ONTARIO 420 has a non-bailing floor 
and is suitable for rivers with lower difficulty whitewater. The new and larger ONTARIO 450 S is 
a self-bailing boat that can handle more serious rapids than the shorter version. The ONTARIO 
is a versatile boat suitable for everyone.

LENGTH: 450 CM | WIDTH: 157 CM | WEIGHT: 30 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 630 KG | SIZES: ONTARIO 420, ONTARIO 450 S 

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

PULSAR 420 - GUMOTEX/INNOVA 
PULSAR rafts are sought after by rafting operators, sports centers, water sports clubs and 
also for raft racing. The fast and rigid hull combined with the self-bailing inflatable bottom 
provides exceptional stability and very fast draining in rapids. PULSAR rafts have been chosen 
several times as the official race boats for the European Championships (most recently for 
the European Rafting Champs 2016 in Slovenia) and also the official race boat for the 2003 
World Championships that took place in the Czech Republic on the Vltava River.

LENGTH: 420 CM | WIDTH: 190 CM | WEIGHT: 50 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE 
MAX.CAP.: 800 KG | SIZES: PULSAR 380, PULSAR 420, PULSAR 560

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

BOATS RAFT
INFLATABLE RAFTS PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR DAYS ON THE 
RIVER WITH THE WHOLE CREW, WITH ROOM FOR THE DOG TOO!
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